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The assembly of Space Station Freedom has always presented a significant
challenge to its design engineers. Never before had a spacecraft the size of Freedom been
required to be delivered to orbit in such a comparably small launch vehicle (the space
shuttle). This size difference dictated numerous shuttle launches and on-orbit assembly. In
1986, one half of Freedom's transverse boom along with a pressurized node was manifested
on the shuttle as the first assembly flight. This included 18.75 KW of power, ten bays of
erectable five meter truss and its assembly equipment, RCS and fuel, full communications
and avionics. By the time the program reached the PDR stage in 1990, the items manifested
on the first assembly flight were reduced to one 18.75 Kw PV unit, a few bays of truss and
associated assembly devices.
The reduction of station hardware on the first assembly flight is due to many
factors. Shuttle performance decreases, station system and support hardware mass
increases, a more conservative understanding of shuttle packaging and C.G. constraints,
increases in flight support equipment (FSE) and large increases in EVA estimates have made
it increasingly difficult to launch and assemble the station with a limited number of shuttle
flights. At PDR it took tour shuttle flights to launch and assemble what was manifested on the
first flight in 1986. The prime benefit on an erectable space structure - the ability to construct
a large spacecraft from a small launch package - was no longer being realized for Freedom
assembly.
The shuttle with its 60 foot cargo bay is capable of delivering to orbit long
pro-integrated sections of truss using only a limited amount of FSE since there would be only
one large cargo element in the cargo bay. Based on length alone, three shuttle flights can
bring u13one half of the transverse boom in pro-integrated sections with the added benefits of
ground integration, ground verification and a substantial reduction in EVA as compared to
using erectable truss. In July of 1990 the LaRC Space Station Freedom Office (SSFO) began
to study the technical feasibility of using pro-integrated structure in the assembly of Freedom
with the objective being to maximize ground integration and minimize on-orbit
integration/verification functions. The concept was based on utilizing an isogrid tube as part
of the pre-.4ntegrated structure. The feasibility of the structural soncept was evaluated with
respect to system/structural interfaces, dynamic and thermal loads, assembly
manifesting/operations and station orbital characteristics.
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